Yes, I knew what she meant by her 'day of small things, Muddling and what might be done5. It fell in with my view that the about major part of the creative energy of the whole country was assembled in London, where much of it was wasted. What finally were we all doing, we painters, crowded together in London? I was obsessed with the thought that each of us might be doing more fruitful work elsewhere, where we had local roots. True, there is beauty of form and colour everywhere under the magic of light; one can concentrate on anything, and find for oneself a sufficient task for each day. Yet if called on for more ambitious tasks wouldn't one finally rise higher to the occasion? Were not artists formerly stimulated by the subjects they were given? There were painters like Vermeer, Chardin, supreme through doing their work supremely well. But to-day does anyone paint supremely well? Minor artists like Boucher and Guardi painted with a finish beyond our powers; for all their gifts, even John and Steer are muddlers by comparison. Indeed, one day when I was admiring the quality of his paint Steer, in his modest way, said, 'Well, I muddle about and suppose something comes in the end.1 Muddle about! That is what most of us do. Moreover, compared with the best of the Victorians, our subject matter is poor. Tonks, for all his Dante-like severity and personal integrity, was content to paint pretty girls doing nothing in particular, among tea things and bird cages and chintz curtains spotted with pleasant sunlight, somewhat loose in painting and construction. Steer, too, painted pretty models. It is in the countryside, away from London, that he found inspiration and produced his most impressive work. Augustus John, whose brain was once teeming with ideas for great compositions, had ceased to do imaginative work and was painting portraits; so was McEvoy; while Sickert, a very personal, but in the true sense a little master (as Herrick was a minor poet), was beginning to be hoisted up (to his secret amusement, I thought sometimes) into a place beside, almost above. Whistler and Degas, whose follower he was. It seemed

